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The effects of friction at the car-barrier interface in angular collisions 
have been investigated by using a %4 scale model. Results demonstrate 
that interface friction can have a great effect on both vehicle trajectory and 
predicted damage to car and barrier. Friction thresholds for successful 
redirection are related to vehicle and barrier stiffness, impact angle, and 
impact speed, but low-friction values show promise of improving acci
dental barrier impacts at all speeds and angles tested. 

•WHEN an automobile collides with a guardrail or gore barrier at 60 mph (96.6 km/h) 
and 25 deg, seemingly insignificant design details can have tremendous effects on the 
outcome. The snagging of the vehicle on guardrail or barrier should probably be 
avoided more than any other peril except penetration through the barrier. (In some 
installations penetration is possibly less dangerous than snagging.) The innuence of the 
tangential force in the barrie1' (Figure 1) is significant in the overall vehicle dynamics 
of such an impact, since it introduces an unstable moment on the vehicle which, if not 
counteracted, leads to snagging or, at best, dangerous trajectories . 

The importance of friction, as defined bet'e, has been acknowledged in the develop
ment of traffic barriers. The use of the blockout and i·ub rails on the MB4 median bu
rier was recommended to avoid the frictional force of snagging vehicle tires against 
barrier posts (4, 5). However, this is not the kind of friction that can be easily handled 
by lubrication. - Successful design must provide good force-distribution structures, to 
limit local stresses at sliding intel'faces to reasonable levels. When this is done, lu
brication methods can be considered for improvements. 

In actual practice, the dynamic interfacial effects are somewhat more imposing than 
those normally connoted by the term friction. They can range all the way from paint 
scraping to shearing off a complete front wheel and suspension. Management of these 
fore<es in practice is compli.cated by diverse geomett·y in vehicle and barrier design, by 
the wide diversity in significant vehicle dynamic characteristics, and by the more subtle 
nondesign that results in n10re or less l'llJlclom load paths within automobile bodies o! 
different makes and models. The advent of fede1·al motor safety standards may be ex
pected to reduce the broad scatter of automobile crash dynamics somewhat with stiffer 
bumpers already on the street (1) and stiffe1· substructure to come (2, 3). 

Figure 2 shows an example, Crom scale-model testiJ1g, of the cafusfrophic redirec
tional trajecto1·y that is a result of high friction. The objective of this paper is to dem
onstrate that proper mrurngement of interfacial friction can have tremendous effect on 
the severity of a side-angle impact and to iclentify rough guidelines for improvement in 
barrier design. 

SCALING LAWS AND MODEL PARAMETERS 

The scale-modeling procedure has previously been applied successfully to complex 
dynamic impact situations (6, 15). Given the complex interactions of the ru1gle barrier 
era.sh, it is pe1·haps the best single technique for engineering insight at low cost. 

In their development of a planar, rigid-car model fo1· frontal impact attenuator 
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Figure 1. Idealized forces in horizontal place, car-barrier angle impact. 

Fx =Force on car laterally 

FY= Force on car axially 

M~ = Inertia force laterally '-._____,../ O\ 

My = Inertia force axia ll y / \ 

Fr = Resultant force on barrier 

Ff = Frictional or tangential force on barrier 

Fn = Normal force on barrier ~ 
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Figure 2. Trajectory at 58 mph (93.3 km/h) and 25 deg as a result of high friction . 
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Figure 3. Model-vehicle body and chassis. Figure 4. Measurement of vehicle crush. 
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crashes, Fay and Wittrock (9) have developed appropriate scaling laws from dimen
sional analysis. This process was extended in the present study to include a represen
tation of vehicle deformation by using the frontal crash characteristics (linear ramp; 
slope of 12 g/ft (12 g/m)J recommended by Elmori (10). The model was then constructed 
with a solid core enclosed in a viscoelastic foam body with a 0.004-in. (0.01-cm) steel 
skin (Figure 3 ). For experimental convenience, the length scale was %4, and the ac
celeration scale was set equal to one. From these two selections, the time scale was 
calculated. The mass scale was selected to match barrier cable force and deflection. 
The static force-deflection behavior of the model was measured as shown in Figure 4. 
The resulting force-deflection curves are shown in Figure 5. 

Since the phenomena under investigation are expected to be largely two dimensional, 
the pitch and yaw moments of inertia were deemed to be quite important. These were 
scaled to prototype equivalents by weighing the rigid core of the vehicle and by proper 
accelerometer placement. Mass moments of inertia of model roll, pitch, and yaw were 
determined by calibrating a torsional pendulum with a rod of known moment of inertia 
and then by suspending the car at the center of gravity along each axis and measuring 
the natural frequency of the car. The mass moment of inertia was obtained by using 
the equation: 

where 

K I= -w2 

I = mass moment of inertia in slug-inch2 (kilogram• meter2
), 

(1) 

K =torsional spring constant in pound-force-inch/radian (newton· meter/radian), and 
w =natural frequency in radians/sec. 

A summary of the scaling factors used is given in Table 1. 
Table 2 gives scaled parameters for the car and barrier with the maximum scaling 

error. The large error in wheel weight of the vehicle was not considered significant 
because its rotational energy was less than 6 percent of the total vehicle energy. 

Verification of the model car was done by a scale-model simulation, similar to the 
profile developed by New .Tersey (18), of actual full-scale impacts of the type 50 pre
stressed concrete median barrier:- Figure 6 correlates the longitudinal and lateral ac
celeration t1·aces for the model and the full-sized vehicle for an impact at 25 deg and 
60 mph (96.5 km/h). Tll.e plots are in general agreement. 

Model vehicle and barrier surfaces were matched in the following ways to obtain a 
range of friction coefficients: 

1. For low friction, a clear plastic cover was placed over the fish scales with a 
lightweight bearing oil sandwiched between, and a painted surface was used on the car 
body. The resulting static coefficient of friction was about 0 .1. 

2. For medium friction, surfaces were painted on the fish scales, and a surface 
was painted on the car body. The resulting static coefficient of friction was about 0.85. 

3. For friction, medium-grade sandpaper squares were glued to fish scales, and 
the car body was covered with silicone rubber. The resulting static coefficient of fric
tion was about 1.35. 

The coefficients of friction were determined by placing the proper surfaces together, 
by using a known weight to produce a lateral force F, and by using another known weight 
to produce a normal force N. 

When the correct forces F and N were applied so that the frictional surfaces were 
just on the verge of slippage, the coefficient of friction was calculated by using the 
equation, 
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Figure 5. Force-deflection curve for 
model-vehicle crush. 

Table 1. Scaling factors. 

Item 

Length 
Time 
Mass 
Acceleration 
Velocity 
Force 
Mass moment of inertia 
Force versus deflection 

Measurement 
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Figure 6. Verification of model test results. 
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Table 2. Vehicle and barrier parameter scaling. 

Parameter Prototype Model 

Vehicle weight, lb 4,700 0.377 
Track width, in. 70 2.9 
Wllect base. In. 120 5 
noll. Jbr -ln. -soc• 4,989 0.0006958 
l'llch, lbC-ln.-sec1 25,641 0.00379 
Yaw, lbf-in. -sec' 34,335 0.003942 
Fr1>nlal crush, !bf/ ft 56,400 144.9 

Note: 1 lb = 0.45 kg. 1 in. == 2.54 cm. 1 lbf-in.-scc2 = 11 .29 N-cm-s2 • 

1 lbf/ft = 14.6 N/m, 
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µ. = F/N (2) 

TEST PROCEDURE 

Tests were conducted on a 5 by 9-ft (1.5 by 2.7-m) table. The model vehicle was ac
celerated to impact velocity by a tow cable passed around guide pulleys and into a net
work of multiplying pulleys attached to a weight (Figure 7). The weight was held sus
pended until the beginning of the test and then was released by an electric solenoid. A 
cable trailing the vehicle released the tow cable just before impact. The vehicle veloc
ity was determined by recording the time interval between electrical impulses generated 
by two metal bands on the tow cable that were positioned to pass an electromagnetic 
pulse generator just before the tow cable was released. 

Vehicle accelerations were obtained by two piezoelectric accelerometers mounted at 
the vehicle's center of gravity. Low noise data lines were trailed behind the vehicle. 

Barrier cable loads were obtained from a piezoelectric load cell mounted in the bar
rier. Data from the piezoelectric transducers were amplified by charge amplifiers. 
Velocity-time impulses and amplified transducer data were recorded simultaneously on 
a four-trace oscilloscope picture and on a computer data acquisition system that uses a 
minicomputer to record the data through an analog-to-digital converter. 

The data were scaled and digitally filtered through a fourth-order Butterworth filter 
with a cutoff frequency of 200 Hz and were plotted by the digital data acquisition system. 
Data were from high-speed movie film shot at 500 frames/sec. A mirror system was 
used to obtain simultaneous top and side views. 

TEST RESULTS 

Figures 2, 8, and 9 show the details of the vehicle-barrier interaction for situations of 
high, medium, and low friction. 

Figure 10 shows the catastrophic behavior as a result of high friction when the ve
hicle exits at about 90 deg into parallel traffic lanes. The comparison in Figure 10 
shows that the barrier cable forces resulting from high friction were approximately 
1. 5 times those resulting from medium friction and 2. 0 times those resulting from low 
friction. These higher forces have implications for actual barrier designs since they 
would induce further failure of a barrier structure. It appeai·s that, if the force on the 
vehicle parallel to the barrier is high enough to induce an angular velocity (CCW in this 
case), no recovery is possible. The higher forces thus generated cause a moment that 
increases the angular velocity. 

Although the high-speed film data of Figures 8 and 9 show a similar qualitative be
havior for medium and low friction, the comparison of deceleration rates as shown in 
Figure 11 shows that axial decelerations for low friction were less than 50 percent of 
those for medium friction. These reductions in deceleration imply that for actual crash 
situations vehicle crush and front wheel damage in low-friction situations would be re
duced, damage repair costs would be reduced, and postcrash maneuverability would 
be improved. 

Average pulse decelerations for three runs each at medium and low friction are given 
in Table 3. The axial decelerations are consistently lower for low friction, and the 
average of the lateral decelerations is 20 percent higher for low friction. However, 
these high lateral loads occur during the secondary lateral impact of the side and rear 
of the vehicle and are thus unlikely to cause significant damage or deviant trajectories. 
The time shift of the axial pulse and the lateral pulse is shown in Figure 11. 

CONCLUSIONS 

For the scaled velocities tested and a cable-plate type of redirecting system interacting 
with a scaled 4, 700-lb (2130-kg) vehicle of the stiffness profile shown in Figure 5, the 



Figure 7. Scale-model test facility. 
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Figure 8. Trajectory at 61 mph (98.2 km/h) and 25 deg as a result of medium friction. 
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Figure 9. Trajectory at 61 mph (98.2 km/h) and 25 deg as a result of low friction . 
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Figure 10. Barrier load versus time. 
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Figure 11. Deceleration rate versus time. 
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Table 3. Average pulse deceleration for 
medium- and low-friction tests. 
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--- Run 3, me<1. friction, 62 mph 

- - - Run 4, low friction, 61 mph 

40 50 60 
Time (sec X 102) 

Average Pulse 
Decelerationb (g) 

Impact 
Run Speed Axial Lateral 
No." Friction (mph) (X) (Y) 

1 Medium 61 4.97 1. 96 
2 Medium 62 4,00 3.08 
3 Medium 62 5.46 2.60 
4 Low 61 2.10 3.35 
5 Low 61 2.81 3.06 
6 Low 59 1.60 3.85 

Note: 1 mph~ 1_6 km/h . 
11Test 14. 
bMean deceleration during period of pulse with 2-g cut-off leve l. 

influence of the frictional forces at the vehicle-barrier interface is important. High
friction coefficients (µ. = 1.35) are catastrophic in their effect, and low-friction coef
ficients (µ. = 0.10) significantly reduce axial deceleration levels below those for medium
friction coefficients (µ. = 0.85). 

The influence of these factors for velocities ranging from 47 to 62 mph (76 to 100 km) 
has been investigated. The influence of the stiffness of the barrier structure has not 
been evaluated, but the influence of friction is believed to have more effect on lower 
stiffness structures because of the increased pocketing potential. Results of full-scale 
tests on concrete median barriers smeared with grease indicated no apparent difference 
in performance as compared with ungreased median barriers (16, 17). However, low
friction coefficients are not likely to be obtained in this mannersince fluid pressures 
in the grease cannot be maintained unless adequate contact area can be developed to 
contain the fluid pressures. Deforming vehicle surfaces would most probably pierce 
the lubrication film. 
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This study implies that redirecting appurtenances should be designed for low values 
of vehicle interface-surface friction. 
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